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It is important to contain the coronavirus and break the transmission chain in the next two weeks so that India does
not reach a situation where ventilators are needed in large numbers, say doctors. (REUTERS)
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At the peak of the pandemic, 700,000 to 1.2 million people in India are likely to need critical
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As the number of coronavirus cases rises inClose
India, the focus has shifted to the country’s
weak health system and the massive shortage of ventilators it is likely to face if infection
rates continue to increase.
According to estimates put out by Johns Hopkins University, Center for Disease
Dynamics, Economics and Policy, and Princeton University, the demand for ventilators
in India is expected to surge to 1 million by July 2020, while the availability is between
30,000 and 50,000. Going by the current rates, more than 400 million Indians are likely
to be infected by July. At the peak, 700,000 to 1,200,000 people are likely to need ICU
care.
“We are not yet ready with the number of ventilators required to tackle a pandemic,"
said Dr H Sudarshan Ballal, chairman of Manipal Health Enterprises Private Ltd. “It is
important for us to contain the virus and break the transmission chain in the next two
weeks so that we do not reach a situation where ventilators are needed in large
numbers."
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Dealing with COVID-19 starts with prevention. “We not only need to prevent infection
but also delay and decrease the number of infected patients going into intensive care.
That’s a challenge often overlooked. Ventilator care comes at the end of the spectrum,"
said Dr Dhruva Chaudhry, President of Mumbai-based Indian Society of Critical Care
Medicine and COVID-19 State Nodal Ofﬁcer for Haryana.
He pointed that 80 of 100 COVID-19 patients will recover and be able to take care of
themselves. “Of the remaining 20 patients, 50% may need ventilator and 50% may need
simple oxygen therapy, which implies that out of 100 patients only 10 may need
ventilator support. The entire exercise at present is not get into this last phase," he said.
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Stating that India is fully dependent on import of ventilators, Dr BS Ajaikumar, INDIA
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Chairman & CEO of Healthcare Global Enterprises, said: “While a patient needs

ventilator only in the last stage, those with underlying lung conditions and smokers who
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get infected with coronavirus may require it early. Going by the experience of Italy and
the US, we must be prepared for any eventuality."
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Most ventilators in India are either imported or assembled using imported components.
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severely infected must not be treated alongside people with symptoms in the
preliminary stages, he explained.
Renowned cardiac surgeon and Narayana Health chairman Dr. Devi Prasad Shetty said:
“It is vital for the government to direct local manufacturers to mass produce ventilators
so that we do not face a situation like Italy where people died for want of treatment."

Ventilator manufacturers across the country indicate their inability to ramp up
production in such a short time with export restrictions on medical devices in major
supplier countries. The possible solution is to produce basic ventilators using
indigenous design and components.
Mysuru-based ventilator manufacturer Skanray Technologies has ramped up its
capacities and plans to manufacture 100,000 ventilators in two months. The company’s
founder Vishwaprasad Alva says he plans to share his design and certain critical
components with other companies, which can manufacture ventilators quickly. The
company is working with Niti Aayog, DRDO and the Karnataka government onCOVID-19
design
COVID-19

and supply of locally-sourced components. Skanray has production facilities in
Karnataka, and in Italy, China and Brazil.
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“I have upgraded my production line. I am certain we can deliver 100,000 ventilators in a
few months with the help of Mahindra Technologies and Bharath Electronics, which will
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take up production of ventilators employing my speciﬁcations and material," Alva said.
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The main challenge for most manufacturers, however, is that components have to be
imported from Europe and China, where the pandemic has restricted production. Ashok
Patel, CEO and director of Vadodara-based Max Ventilators, said, “Ventilators are an
amalgamation of a host of technologies and components sourced from various
countries. Our ventilators have eight kinds of sensors, mostly produced in the US,
Europe and Japan. Supplies have been hit in the past two months. India does not make
even small components like resistors, capacitors and diodes, which we have to import."
His company has scaled up to 150-170 ventilators a month from around 70-80 a month.
They now plan to produce 350 units a month, provided import channels open up.
“Big automobile companies have been urged to help us with funds or a proposal for a
vendor development department. The government has assured us of faster customs
clearances," Patel said. “One of our ventilator models is made mostly of local
components and its production can be ramped up to 500 units a month if doctors are
keen to use it," he added.
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Agreeing that localisation of components and sharing of design can enhance production
capacity, Vinit Acharya, MD of Ahmedabad-based ventilator manufacturer Life Line Biz,
said, “This is a situation nobody could foresee. Around 40,000 ventilators are available
in the market and 1,500 have been supplied by all vendors in the past fortnight. These
are good numbers. But, if we reach a situation like Italy or China, we will need 10 times
more." His company makes 30-40 ventilators a month, and can ramp up to 300 a month
if local components were available, he said.
At a press brieﬁng in New Delhi on Friday, Lav Agarwal, Joint Secretary, Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare, said that the government had asked one of its PSUs to
supply 10,000 ventilators and has also asked Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) to supply
30,000 ventilators in a month or two.
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(M Raghuram contributed to this story from Mysuru)
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Franklin Templeton faces default on Essel group paper
2 min read

11:03 AM IST
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The paper, which was in the form of NCDs, was backed by shares of Zee Entertainment INDIA
Enterprises, Dish TV India, unlisted shares of EIL and the personal guarantee of Subhash
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Five districts report 55% of India’s new cases in last two days
4 min read

11:28 AM IST

India’s total count of coronavirus cases crossed 125,000, even while the number of patients who
have recovered went past 50,000
Read Full Story
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How one Indian company could be world's door to a Covid-19 vaccine
6 min read

10:37 AM IST

Serum Institute, the world's largest manufacturer of vaccines by volume, is working on several
candidates for the novel coronavirus
The Serum Institute produces more than 1.5 billion doses of vaccines every year, for everything
from polio to measles
Read Full Story
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Over 6,600 new cases in 24 hours, coronavirus count in India reaches 1.25 lakh
3 min read

10:00 AM IST

Maharashtra conﬁrmed nearly 3,000 fresh cases in last 24 hours, the highest single-day
coronavirus infections in any state so far
Coronavirus claimed 140 lives on Friday, bringing the total number of deaths in India to 3,720
Read Full Story

New H-1B legislations in US Congress to prioritize US-educated foreign
workers
4 min read

10:05 AM IST

The new system will ensure that the brightest students being educated in the United States
receive preference
The legislation, among other things, explicitly prohibits the replacement of American workers by
H-1B or L-1 visa holders
Read Full Story
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'There was ﬁre everywhere,' says the man who survived Pakistan plane crash
5 min read

08:10 AM IST

Pakistan's civil aviation authority said there had been 91 passengers and eight crew on board the
Airbus A320
At least one passenger survived the crash of a Pakistani airliner that went down on Friday
Read Full Story

Lower PF contribution not mandatory; EPFO clariﬁes on CTC, pension of
COVID-19
employee
COVID-19

4 min read

11:52 AM IST
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The lower contribution is not mandatory for both the employer and the employee.
Employers who are following the CTC model will have to compensate their employees.
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/local-ventilators-need-of-the-hour-to-prepare-for-covid-19-11585332113169.html
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Covid disrupts household budget as costs skyrocket
2 min read

12:33 AM IST

Nearly 60% of the respondents to a survey said covid has negatively impacted their household
incomes
Read Full Story

Will try to restart international ﬂights before August: Aviation Minister
1 min read

03:19 PM IST

'I am fully hopeful that before August or September, we will try to start a good percentage of
international civil aviation operations,' Puri said during a Facebook live session
All scheduled commercial passenger ﬂights have been suspended in India since March 25
Read Full Story
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First human trial of Covid-19 vaccine ﬁnds it is safe, induces immune response
4 min read

12:55 PM IST

Covid-19: According to the study of 108 adults, the vaccine produced neutralising antibodies
The Ad5 vectored COVID-19 vaccine used in the trial is the ﬁrst to be tested in humans, the
scientists said
Read Full Story

All domestic ﬂights from Delhi will be operating from Terminal 3
2 min read

02:22 PM IST
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The Centre allowed domestic ﬂight services to resume from Monday
All passengers must install Aarogya Setu app on their phones
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US discussed holding ﬁrst nuclear test in decades: Report
3 min read

02:22 PM IST

US has discussed holding the ﬁrst nuclear test since 1992 as a potential warning to Russia and
China
The report, citing one senior administration ofﬁcial and two former ofﬁcials, all who spoke
anonymously, said the discussion had taken place at a meeting on May 15
Read Full Story

7-day quarantine mandatory for ﬂyers arriving in Karnataka from 6 states
1 min read

03:00 PM IST

The passengers arriving from six states would be required to undergo a seven-day 'institutional
quarantine' which will be followed by home quarantine in Karnataka
The total number of Covid-19 cases in Karnataka increased to 1,743
Read Full Story
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Nationwide lockdown will no longer help in Covid-19 ﬁght: Virologist
5 min read

01:07 PM IST

Leading virologist Shahid Jameel stressed that testing has to be dynamic to continuously monitor
red, orange and green zones
About community transmission of coronavirus in India, Jameel said the country reached that
stage long ago
Read Full Story

About 20% SBI borrowers avail loan repayment moratorium: Rajnish Kumar
COVID-19
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2 min read

12:39 PM IST

INDIA
SBI chairman Rajnish Kumar said close to 20% of the bank's borrowers have availed moratorium
125,101
on repayment of term loans instalments
WORLD
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On Friday, RBI allowed banks and other lending institutions to extend the moratorium on loans by
another three months
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Mamata Banerjee asks Railways not to send Shramik Special trains till May 26
1 min read

01:52 PM IST

So far, over 2,000 Shramik Special trains have been operated since May 1 ferrying over 31 lakh
migrant workers
Around 25 trains have terminated in Bengal so far
Read Full Story

Ivanka Trump praises Bihar girl who cycled down 1200 km carrying ailing
father
2 min read

02:07 PM IST

Ivanka took to Twitter on Friday to highlight the story of the girl whose journey has become an
extensive talking point even on social media
'This beautiful feat of endurance & love has captured the imagination of the Indian people and
COVID-19
the cycling federation!' Ivanka said in a tweet
COVID-19
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